4383-07

Vacuum
Pump Oil
HIGHLY REFINED LUBRICANT

VISCOSITY

200-225 SUS
ISO 46

Low Vapor Pressure Oil
Assures Deep Vacuum
Optimum Viscosity Index
No Additives or Detergents
Excellent Chemical and
Thermal Stability
FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY
1 U.S. Gallon (3.8 Liters)

Nu-Calgon Vacuum Pump Oil is a quality blend of high-grade lubricants, providing for
oil that performs at the deepest vacuum. It lubricates to minimize wear, and it provides
surface protection. Its high viscosity index assures adequate lubrication at high and
low pressures. In addition, its broad package line guarantees the right package size for
all levels of service activity, from the service professional handling only an occasional
evacuation to the one conducting several every day.
DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
This product must be used in accordance to the following directions by HVACR
professionals only.
Change the oil in the vacuum pump after every use of the pump.
During pump operation, moisture as well as other contaminants like acids, vapors, etc.
are easily absorbed into the vacuum pump oil. If the vacuum pump oil is not changed after
absorbing such contaminants, it will become dirty and keep the pump from performing
at design capacity (i.e., it will not reach its ultimate vacuum). Moreover, this will result
in longer pump down time as well as excessive wear on integral parts of the pump.
Drain used oil from pump. If it appears exceptionally dirty or sludged, power flush the
pump according to the pump manufacturer’s recommendations; power flushing helps
to cleanse the pump of the old contaminated oil residuals. After power flushing, refill
pump with fresh, new vacuum pump oil. View oil through sightglass and test the unit’s
ultimate vacuum. If oil appears dirty or if vacuum is unsatisfactory, change oil again.
Also available in pints (4383-34) and quarts (4383-24).

CAUTION: Keep container tightly closed. Moisture in air will contaminate oil.
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
FIRST AID: Inhalation: If symptoms develop move victim to fresh air. If symptoms persist,
obtain medical attention. Skin: Wash with soap and water. Obtain medical attention if irritation
persists. Eyes: Flush with cool water. Remove contact lenses, if applicable, and continue flushing.
Obtain medical attention if irritation persists. Ingestion: Do not induce vomiting without medical
advice. Never give anything by mouth if victim is unconscious, or is convulsing.
Nu-Calgon
2611 Schuetz Rd.
St. Louis, MO 63043
Customer Service: 800-554-5499
Chemical Emergency: 800-424-9300
www.nucalgon.com
(718) Calgon is a licensed trade name.

